The kinetic battery model is a popular model of the dynamic behavior of a conventional battery, useful to predict or optimize the time until battery depletion. The model however lacks certain obvious aspects of batteries in-the-wild, especially with respect to (i) the effects of random influences and (ii) the behavior when charging up to capacity bounds. This paper considers the kinetic battery model with bounded capacity in the context of piecewise constant yet random charging and discharging. The resulting model enables the timedependent evaluation of the risk of battery depletion. This is exemplified in a power dependability study of a nano satellite mission.
INTRODUCTION
The kinetic battery model (KIBAM) is a popular representation of the dynamic behavior of the state-of-charge (SOC) of a conventional rechargeable battery [24, 25] . Given a constant load, it characterizes the battery SOC by two coupled differential equations. Empirical evaluations show that this model provides a good approximation of the SOC across various battery types [20, 21] .
The original KIBAM does not take capacity bounds into considerations, it can thus be interpreted as assuming infinite capacity. Reality is unfortunately different. When studying the KIBAM operating with capacity bounds, it becomes apparent that charging and discharging are not dual to each other. However, opposite to the discharging process, the charging process near capacity bounds has not received dedicated attention in the literature. That problem is attacked in the present paper.
Furthermore, statistical results obtained by experimenting with real of-the-shelf batteries suggest considerable variances in actual performance [5] , likely rooted in manufacturing and wear differences. This observation asks for a stochastic reinterpretation of the classical KIBAM to take the statistically observed SOC spread into account on the model level, and this is what the present paper develops -in a setting with capacity bounds. It views the KIBAM as a transformer of the continuous probability distribution describing the SOC at any real time point, thereby also supporting uncertainty and noise in the load process.
The approach presented not only enables the treatment of randomness with respect to the battery itself, but also makes it possible to determine the SOC distribution after a sequence of piecewise constant, yet random charge or discharge loads. We develop the approach in a setting with continuous randomness so as to directly support normal (i.e. Gaussian), Weibull or exponential distributions. We apply the model to a case study inspired by a nano satellite currently orbiting the earth [17] , for which we need to superpose it with a periodic deterministic charge load, representing the infeed from on-board solar panels.
The resulting battery model can be viewed as a particular stochastic hybrid system [1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 28] , developed without discretizing time. It can (for instance) for any given real time point provide probabilistic guarantees about the battery never being depleted before.
The genuine contributions of the paper are: (i) The interpretation of the KIBAM as a transformer of SOC distributions, (ii) developed without discretizing time, (iii) considering both charging and discharging in the context of capacity bounds, (iv) applied to a case study of a low earth orbiting satellite. [21] review broad research on various battery models. They discuss stochastic battery models [25, 7] which view the KIBAM for a given load as a stochastic process, unlike our (more accurate) view as a deterministic transformer of the randomized initial conditions of the battery. Furthermore, in this survey, the problem of charging bounds does not get dedicated attention.
Related work. Haverkort and Jongerden
Battery capacity has been addressed only by Boker et al. [4] . They considered a discretized, unbounded KIBAM together with a possibly non-deterministic and cyclic load process, synthesizing initial capacity bounds to power the process safely. Hence, capacity is here understood as an over-dimensioned initial condition and not as a truly limiting charging bound.
Random loads on a battery, generated by a continuous-time Markov chain, have been previously studied by Cloth et al. [7] . Their setting cannot be easily extended by charging since they view the available and bound charge levels as two types of accumulated reward in a reward-inhomogeneous continuous time Markov chain.
An extension of the KIBAM to scheduling has been considered by Jongerden et al. [19] . They compute optimal schedules for multiple batteries in a discretized setting with only discharging. This has been taken up and improved using techniques from the planning domain [12] .
THE KINETIC BATTERY MODEL
The kinetic battery model is a mathematical characterization of the state of charge of a battery. It differs from an ideal energy source by incorporating the fact that not all the energy stored in a battery is available at all times. The stored energy is divided into two portions, the available charge and the bound charge. Only the available charge may be consumed immediately by a load supported by the battery and thereby behaves similar to an idealized source. As time passes, some of the bound charge is The initially available charge decreases heavily due to the load 400 but the restricted diffusion makes the bound charge decrease only slowly up to time 10; after that the battery undergoes a mild recharge, followed by a strong recharge and a mild recharge at the end. At all times the bound charge approaches the available charge by a speed proportional to the difference of the two values.
Figure 2:
The two-well-model of the KIBAM with the available charge on the right (exposed directly to the load I) connected to the bound charge on the left by a pipe of width p.
converted into available charge and is thus free to be consumed. This effect is coined the recovery effect as the available charge recovers to some extend during periods of low discharge or no discharge at all. The recovery effect agrees with our experiences using batteries: For instance, when a cellphone switches off due to an apparently empty battery, it often can be switched back on after waiting a few minutes. The battery seems to have recovered. This diffusion between available and bound charge can take place in either direction depending on the amount of both types of energy stored in the battery. Thus, while charging the battery, available charge is converted to bound charge. This behavior is illustrated by Figure 1 .
Coupled differential equations.
The KIBAM is often depicted as two wells holding liquid, the available charge and the bound charge well, interconnected by a pipe that represents the diffusion of the two types of charge, see Figure 2 . Formally, the KIBAM is characterized by two coupled differential equations.
Here, the functions a(t) and b(t) describe the available and bound charge respectively, I is a load on the battery, p is the diffusion rate between both wells and c is the width of the available charge well. Thus 1 − c is the width of the bound charge well. Intuitively a(t)/c and b(t)/(1− c) are the level of the fluid stored in the available charge well and the bound charge well, respectively. By defining
we can rewrite (1) and (2) tȯ
We will use this version of the KIBAM ODEs throughout this paper.
Solving the equations. Using Laplace transforms the KIBAM ODE system can be solved, arriving at
where a 0 and b 0 are the initial available and bound charge levels and the time-dependent coefficients of a 0 , b 0 and I in the equations can be expressed as
From the solution we can see that the KIBAM is affine in a 0 and b 0 (and also I). Thus we can combine the two functions into one vector valued linear mapping
When t is clear from context, we simplify the notation and drop the argument of these coefficients (without dropping the time-dependency). 
Let us stress that the state of charge of the battery evolves in negative numbers in the same way as in positive numbers because the differential equations do not have any explicit bounds. To rule out that the SOC of the battery goes into negative numbers and returns back, we need a certain form of monotonicity.
Example 1 (Cont.) We notice that neither the available nor the bound charge are monotonous in the standard sense. In Figure 1 , the bound charge is not monotonous on [10, 40] 
Lemma 1
For any κ, I ∈ R, ∈ {≤, ≥}, and 0 ≤ t ≤ T ,
Intuitively speaking, the first property states that the available charge is always the first to cross a bound, the second property states that when the available charge crosses a bound it never returns back (for a given load).
As a direct consequence of Lemma 1, we can easily figure out whether the battery powers a task. 
THE BASIC RANDOM KIBAM
Some basic notions from probability theory are needed for the further development. Let f X and f X ×Y denote the density function of a random variable X and the joint density function of a pair of random variables (X , Y ), respectively.
The conditional density function f X |Y of X given the occurrence of the value y of Y is defined as f X |Y (x| y) = f X ×Y (x, y)/ f Y ( y). From this expression for f X ×Y , we obtain by marginalization the density function f X as
Furthermore, the transformation law for random variables enables the construction of unknown density functions from known ones given the relation between the corresponding random variables. 
where J f (x) denotes the Jacobian of a mapping f evaluated at x. Let us recall that the Jacobian of f is the matrix of the partial derivatives of the mapping f .
Joint Density of the State of Charge. In order to consider the KIBAM as a stochastic object, it appears natural to consider the vector [a 0 ; b 0 ; I] as being random. This naturally reflects the situation where the initial state of the battery is subject to perturbations due to manufacturing or wear variances, and so is its load. Therefore, we assume the initial SOC is expressed by random variables A 0 , B 0 endowed with a joint probability density function f 0 and that the load on the battery is expressed by a random variable I endowed with a probability density function g. We assume that the random variables I and (A 0 , B 0 ) are independent. 
We shall illustrate our findings how the SOC distribution evolves as the time passes on this particular example.
Let (A T , B T ) denote the random variables expressing SOC after time T of constant (but random) load I. We are interested in the joint probability distribution of (A T , B T ) Thus, for a given time point T we want to establish the joint density function of the vector [A T ; B T ] given by
Expressing the joint density using direct application of the transformation law for random variables is not possible because the mapping is not invertible. However, using the fact that I and (A 0 , B 0 ) are independent, it is still possible to use the transformation law of random variables so that ultimately we arrive at an analytic characterization of the joint density of (A T , B T ).
In the following we will derive the conditional density of (A T , B T ) under the condition that I = i for some arbitrary but fixed value i. As g is known, we afterwards accommodate for the missing information about I via integration over the range of I. Knowing that I = i eliminates one source of randomness, (5) can be rewritten to
which is an invertible linear mapping and thus allows to express the joint density of (A T , B T ) in terms of the density of (A 0 , B 0 ) via the transformation law of random variables.
Inverting this mapping K T,i results in
By a straightforward computation, the determinant of the Jaco-
Note that it is constant in a, b, and i, it only depends on T . Thus, using (4) we arrive at the joint density of (A T , B T ) conditioned by
denotes the joint density of the random vector
According to (3) we arrive at the unconditional density over (A T , B T ) via integration on i: 
Lemma 3 Let T be execution time and g be load density. For an initial SOC f 0 over (A 0 , B 0 ) and task (T, g), the joint distribution of (A T , B T ) is absolutely continuous with density f T given by
f T (x, y) = ∞ −∞ f 0 K −1 T,i [x; y] · e kT · g(i) di.
Risk of Depletion.
Let us transfer the problem of battery depletion into the stochastic setting. We say that a density f 0 is positive if for any a, b such that either a ≤ 0 or b ≤ 0 we have f 0 (a, b) = 0. For an execution time T > 0 and a load density g, we say that the battery with positive SOC f 0 powers with probability p > 0 a task (T, g) if
Due to the monotonicity of KIBAM from Lemma 1, this is equivalent to observing the probability of being empty only at time T . From Lemma 3 we obtain the following.
Lemma 4 A battery with SOC f 0 powers with probability p > 0 a task (T, g) if and only if
Example 2 (Cont.) Thanks to the lemma, it suffices to perform the integration on the densities displayed in the previous plots in this running example. The probability to power the tasks (20, g ) is 1, for the task (60, g) it is just ≈ 0.968.
BOUNDED RECHARGING
For the evaluation of the long-run state of a battery, a good understanding of the charging process is as essential as understanding the discharging process. Both are well supported by the theory developed so far, and have occurred in our examples in the form of negative loads. What is not treated in the theory yet is a capacity bound of the battery which is a real constraint in most applications. To the best of our knowledge, charging in KIBAM while respecting its capacity restrictions has not been addressed even in the deterministic case. This is what we are going to develop first, and then extend to the randomized setting.
Let us assume that the battery has capacity d divided into capacity a max = c · d of the available charge well and capacity
Charging at full available charge. A battery with empty available charge can no longer support its task. Notably, a battery with full available charge does not behave dual to the behavior at empty available charge, just because a battery with full available charge continues to operate, and we thus need to consider its further charging. In this discussion we do not consider crystallization effects reported for some batteries when overcharging [5, 26] . These phenomena do affect battery wear, not considered in our modeling efforts thus far.
When the available charge reaches its capacity a max = c · d and is still charged further by (high enough) incoming current, its value stays constant and only the bound charge increases due to diffusion. Hence, we know thatȧ(t) = 0 and a(t) c = d and we can thus modify (2) tȯ
Note that this equation describes the behavior of the battery at time t only if the load satisfies
−I ≥ḃ(t).
Since I is constant and the diffusion is decreasing over time, the inequality holds for all t, provided
For a smaller initial bound charge, the standard differential equations (1) and (2) apply, until the available charge hits the capacity bound again. Finally, solving the ODE (2') yields 
and k again stands for p/ (c · (1 − c)).
We notice that the resulting bound chargeb T (b 0 ) does not further depend on I, i.e. one cannot make the battery charge faster by increasing the charging current. Furthermore, for a fixed b 0 , the curve of t →b t (b 0 ) is a negative exponential starting from the point b 0 with the full capacity b max of the bound charge being its limit. Thus, Lemma 5 also reveals that the bound charge in finite time never gets full and there is no need to describe this situation separately. Finally, we denote analogously byK T a 0 ; b 0 = a 0 ;b T (b 0 ) the linear mapping describing the behavior at the upper bound. Hitting the capacity bound. For a given constant load I, we have seen two types of behavior of the battery: (i) before it hits the available charge capacity and (ii) after it hits the capacity. The remaining question is when it hits the capacity limit. For a given initial state (a 0 , b 0 ) and a load I, this amounts to solving a t,I (a 0 , b 0 ) = a max , which in turn yields an equation
where W is the product log function. It has no closed form but can be arbitrarily numerically approximated [8] .
Deterministic KIBAM with lower and upper bounds. All the previous building blocks allow us to express easily the SOC of a deterministic KIBAM after powering a given task (T, I) when considering battery bounds. We define it as the following function:
wheret is the largest solution of (8) and t = T −t.
The KIBAM evolution has one fundamental property we rely on heavily later: for any fixed time and load, it is monotonous with respect to starting SOC. (a, b) and (a , b ) be two SOCs. For every t > 0 and for every I ∈ R it holds that The computation of the time pointt is problematic, as mentioned before. An alternative to numerical approximation of the exact time point of crossing a bound is provided by the following observation: If time point t is fixed, we can check whether the available charge will exceed a max after t time units. In this case it is possible to determine the charging currentĪ necessary for the available charge to hit a max exactly after t time units, i.e. solving a t,I (a 0 , b 0 ) = a max for I instead of t. Let us denote the solution of this equation byĪ(a 0 , b 0 ) for a SOC (a 0 , b 0 ) and conclude that it can be computed bȳ .
Lemma 6 Let
(a, b) ≤ (a , b ) =⇒ K t,I [a; b] ≤ K t,I(a 0 , b 0 ) = − q a s a · a 0 − r a s a · b 0 + a max s a .
Lemma 7 For any
Together with Lemma 6, the above lemma tells us that, from the moment we used K ≈ first, we will never overshoot the exact behavior of the KIBAM with bounds K . This fact is illustrated by the next example. 
•f t is the density over bound charge describing the distribution on the upper line {a max } × (0, b max ), and
• z t ∈ [0, 1] is the probability of being empty such that for any measurable A ⊆ R × R we have
where 1 ϕ denotes the indicator function of a condition ϕ.
For an initial SOC 〈 f 0 ,f 0 , z 0 〉 and for a given task (T, g), our aim is to express the resulting SOC 〈 f T ,f T , z T 〉.
First, we address the evolution inside the bounds by defining f T . The new part is to describe how the battery moves from the upper bound to the area inside the bounds. The Jacobian determinant of this inverse map is easily derived to be 1/ r a s b − s a r b and is constant in the SOC and the load. The joint density has for any a < a max and b < b max the form , b) ).
The first summand in (9) comes from the density f 0 of the inner area by the standard unbounded KIBAM. Ranging over all loads i, it integrates the density f 0 of such points
. Lemma 1 again guarantees correctness that the bounds are not crossed in the meantime. The second summand comes fromf 0 , due to discharging the battery down from the capacity bound as discussed above. Both summands are illustrated on the left hand side of Figure 3 .
After obtaining the density f T , we turn tof T , which is difficult to characterize, we are not aware of any closed-form expression achieving this. Hence we resort at this point to a conservative under-approximation of the battery charge. For a random SOC (A 0 , B 0 ) given by 〈 f 0 ,f 0 , z 0 〉 and a task (T, g) we define (A T , B T ) given by 〈 f T ,f T , z T 〉. We define the densities for (0, 0) point (a, b) . Only one point corresponding to a unique load has available charge a max . On the right, we show three ways to reach the upper bound.
For expressing f T and z T , we use the exact evolution given by (9) . Let us now closer discuss the densityf T at the upper bound which is an integral over all loads i.
The first summand in the integral comes from the densityf 0 of a point (a max ,b) at the capacity bound such thatK T [a max ;b] = [a max ; b]. This summand is taken into account only for such (a max ,b) where the charging current covers the diffusion so that the battery evolves along the capacity bound as expressed by Lemma 5. Technically, we again apply the transformation law for random variables.
Let us now address the case that the diffusion in a state (a max , b ) at the upper bound is stronger than the charging current so that the available charge sinks in the beginning but before time T it again hits the upper capacity in some state (a max , b ). We are not able to express b using b ; hence, we cannot "move" the density from b to b . As apparent in the second summand, we thus underapproximate here the bound charge by assuming that the density stays in such state (a max , b ).
The third summand inf T comes from the density f 0 of the inner area and is another under-approximation of bound charge. If available charge of the battery reaches the capacity bound before time T , we assume that until time T the SOC does not further evolve. In particular, the density goes to state (a max , b) from all states (a 0 , b 0 ) such that
All three summands are illustrated in Figure 3 on the right. Let us finally state that (A T , B T ) is an under-approximation of (A T , B T ). 
MARKOV TASK PROCESS
So far, we have only discussed execution of one task with fixed duration and random load. In this section, we give a discretetime Markov model that randomly generates tasks that we call Markov task process (MTP). The formalism is closely inspired by stochastic task graph models [27] or data-flow formalisms such as SDF [22] or SADF [29] . In SDF, task durations are deterministic, and thus directly supported in our framework. In SADF, durations are in general governed by discrete probability distributions, which can be translated into our framework at the price of a larger state space.
Definition 1 A Markov task process (MTP) is a tuple M = (S, P, π, ∆, g) where S is a finite set of tasks, P
is a probability transition matrix, π is an initial probability distribution over S, ∆ : S → N assigns to each task an integer time duration, and g assigns to each task a probability density function of the load. Figure 4 . Intuitively, a Markov task process M together with an initial distribution over SOC given by 〈 f 0 ,f 0 , z 0 〉 behaves as follows. First, an initial SOC (a 0 , b 0 ) of the battery and an initial task s 0 ∈ S are chosen independently at random according to 〈 f 0 ,f 0 , z 0 〉, and π, respectively. Then, the load i 0 in task s 0 is picked randomly according to g(s 0 ). After the battery is strained by the load i 0 for ∆(s 0 ) time units, the process moves into a random successor task s 1 (where any s 1 is chosen with probability P(s 0 , s 1 )). Here, the load i 1 is randomly chosen and so on.
An example of a MTP is depicted in
Formally, M and 〈 f 0 ,f 0 , z 0 〉 induce a probability measure Pr over samples of the form ω = [(a 0 , b 0 ); (s 0 , i 0 )(s 1 , i 1 ) · · · ] where the first component is the initial SOC of the battery and the second component describes an infinite execution of M. Here, each s j is the j-th task and i j is the load that is put on the battery for ∆(s j ) time units while performing s j . For a given T ∈ R ≥0 , the SOC of the battery at time T is expressed by random variables
where each t j stands for ∆(s j ), and n is the minimal number such that the n-th task is not finished before T , i.e. t n > t where t := T − n−1 j=0 t j .
Definition 2
We say that a battery with SOC 〈 f 0 ,f 0 , z 0 〉 powers with probability p > 0 a system M for time T if
In order to (under-)approximate the probability that M is powered for a given time, we need to symbolically express the distribution over (A T , B T ). We present an algorithm that builds upon the previous results.
Expressing the distribution of (A T , B T ).
Let us fix an input MTP M = (S, P, π, ∆, g), distribution over SOC 〈 f 0 ,f 0 , z 0 〉, and time T > 0. We consider the joint distribution of SOC and the MTP. Intuitively, we split the distribution of SOC into subdistributions and move them along the paths of M according to the probabilistic branching of the MTP. We notice that we do not need to explore all exponentially many paths; when two paths visit the same state at the same moment, we can again merge the two subdistributions. This process is formalized by the following graph and a procedure how to propagate the distribution through the graph.
For a given MTP M we define a directed acyclic graph (V, E) over V = S × ({0, 1, . . . , T } ∪ {T }) such that there is an edge from a vertex (s, t) to a vertex (s , t ) if P(s, s ) > 0, t < t , and(s, t) by
Finally, let all vertices of the form (s, T ) ∈ V be labeled by
We naturally arrive at the following theorem.
Theorem 1 A battery with SOC 〈 f 0 ,f 0 , z 0 〉 powers a system M for time T with probability at least 1 − z T .
THE RANDOM KIBAM IN PRACTICE
In this section, we apply the results established in the previous sections in a concrete scenario. The problem is inspired by experiments currently being carried out with an earth orbiting nano satellite, the GOMX-1 [17] .
is a Danish two-unit CubeSat mission launched in November 2013 to perform research and experimentation in space related to Software Defined Radio (SDR) with emphasis on receiving ADS-B signal from commercial aircraft over oceanic areas. As a secondary payload the satellite flies a NanoCam C1U color camera for earth observation experimentation. Five sides are covered with NanoPower P110 solar panels, the power system NanoPower P31u holds a 7.4V Li-Ion battery of capacity 5000 mAh. GOMX-1 uses a radio amateur frequency for transmitting telemetry data, making it possible to receive the satellite data with low-cost infrastructure anywhere on earth. The mission is developed in collaboration between GomSpace ApS, DSE Airport Solutions and Aalborg University, financially supported by the Danish National Advanced Technology Foundation. The empirical studies carried out with GOMX-1 serve as a source for parameter values and motivate the scenario described in the sequel. We concretely use the following data collected from extensive in-flight telemetry logs.
• One orbit takes 99 minutes and is nearly polar;
• The battery capacity is d = 5000 mAh;
• During 4 to 7 out of on average 15 orbits per day, communication with the base station takes place. The load induced by communication is roughly 400 mA. The length of the communication depends on the distance of the pass of the satellite to the base station and varies between 5 and 15 minutes;
• In each communication, the satellite can receive instructions on what activities to perform next. This influences the subsequent background load. Three levels of background load dominate the logs, with average loads at 250 mA, 190 mA, and 90 mA. These background loads subsume the power needed for operating the respective activities, together with basic tasks such as sending beacons every 10 seconds;
• Charging happens periodically, and spans around 2/3rd of the orbiting time. Average charge power is 400 mA;
The above empirical observations determine the base line of our modeling efforts. Still the case study described below is a synthetic case. We make the following assumptions:
• We assume constant battery temperature. The factual temperature of the orbiting battery oscillates between -8 and 25 degree Celsius on its outside. There is the (currently unused) on-board option to heat the battery to nearly constant temperature. Using an on-off controller, this would lead to another likely nearly periodic load on the battery, well in the scope of what our model supports.
• A constant charge from the solar panels is assumed when exposed to the sun. The factual observed charge slowly decays. This is likely caused by the fact that solar panels operate better at lower temperature (opposite to batteries), but heat up quickly when coming out of eclipse.
• We assume a strictly periodic charging behavior. The factual charging follows a more complicated pattern determined by the relative position of sun, earth and satellite. There is no fundamental obstacle to calculate and incorporate that pattern.
• We assume a uniform initial charge between 70% and 90% of full capacity with identical bound and available charge.
Since the satellite needs to be switched off for transportation into space, assuming an equilibrated battery is valid. Being a single experiment, the GOMX-1 had a particular initial charge (though unknown). The charge of the orbiting battery can only be observed indirectly, by the voltage sustained.
• We assume that the relative distance to a base station is a random quantity, and thus interpret several of the above statistics probabilistically. In reality, the position of the base station for GOMX-1 is at a particular fixed location (Aalborg, Denmark). Our approach can either be viewed as a kind of probabilistic abstraction of the relative satellite position and uncertainty of signal transmission, or it can be seen as reflecting that base stations are scattered around the planet. This especially would be a realistic in scenarios where satellite-to-satellite communication is used.
• We assume that the satellite has no protection against battery depletion. In reality, the satellite has 2 levels of software protection, activated at voltage levels 7.2 and 6.5, respectively, backed up by a hardware protection activated at 6 V. In these protection modes, various non-missioncritical functionality is switched-off. Despite omitting such power-saving modes, we still obtain conservative guarantees on the probability that the battery powers the satellite.
Satellite model. According to the above discussion, the load on the satellite is the superposition of two piecewise constant loads.
• A probabilistic load reflecting the different operation modes, modeled by a Markov task process Mas depicted in Figure 5 .
• A strictly periodic charge load alternating between 66 minutes at −400 mA, and the remaining 33 minutes at 0 mA. 1 with different sizes of the battery. The leftmost SOC is with the original battery capacity, 5000 mAh. In each further plot, the battery capacity is halved, i.e. 2500 mAh, 1250 mAh, and 625 mAh. Note that all the densities are depicted on the logarithmic scale (numbers in the legend stand for the order of magnitude). We observe that only the smallest battery does not give sufficient guarantees. Its probability of depletion after 1 year is 0.0365; the probability gets down to 1.7 · 10 −10 already for the 1250 mAh battery. The smaller the battery, the more crucial is the distinction of available and bound charge as a larger area of the plots is filled with non-trivial density. One can easily express the charging load as another independent Markov task process (where all probabilities are 1) and consider the sum load generated by these two processes in parallel (methods in Section 5 adapt straightforwardly to this setting).
The KIBAM in our model has following parameters:
• the ratio of the available charge c = 1/2 (artificially chosen value as parameters fitted by experiments on similar batteries strongly vary [31, 20] );
• the diffusion rate p = 0.0006 per minute (we decreased the value reported by experiments [20] by a factor of 4 because of the low average temperature in orbit, 3.5
• C, and the influence of the Arrhenius equation [23] ).
Computational Aspects. We implemented the continuous solution developed in the previous sections in a high-level computational language Octave. This showed up to be practical only up to sequences of a handful of tasks. Therefore, we implemented a solution over a discretized abstraction of the stochastic process induced by the MTP and the battery. By fixing the number of discretization steps K ∈ N which yields the discretization step
, we obtain battery states We always represent higher charge by lower charge (i.e. under-approximate SOC) since we are interested in guarantees on probabilities that the battery powers the MTP for a given time horizon. Similarly, we replace load distributions by discrete distributions where each point represents an adjacent left interval (i.e., we over-approximate the load). The continuous methods of Lemma 8 are easily adapted to this discrete setting, basically replacing integrals by finite sums.
This methods gives us an underapproximation of the probability that the battery powers the satellite. We do not have any prior error bound, but one can make the results arbitrarily precise by increasing K, at the price of quadratic cost increase.
Our implementation is done in C++, we used K = 1200, 600, 300 and 150 for the experiments with the batteries of capacity 5000 mAh, 2500 mAh, 1250 mAh and 625 mAh, respectively to guarantee equal relative precision. All the experiments have been performed on a machine equipped with an Intel Core i5-2520M CPU @ 2.50GHz and 4GB RAM. All values occuring are represented and calculated with standard IEEE 754 doubleprecision binary floating-point format except for the values related to the battery being depleted where we use arbitrary precision arithmetic (as to this number, we keep adding values from the inner area that are of much lower order of magnitude).
Model evaluation.
We performed various experiments with this model, to explore the random KIBAM technology. We here report on four distinct evaluations, demonstrating that valuable insight into the model can be obtained.
1. The 5000 mAh battery in the real satellite is known to be over-dimensioned. Our aim was to find out how much. Hence, we performed a sequence of experiments, decreasing the size of the battery exponentially. The results are displayed and explained in Figure 6 . We found out that 1/4 of the capacity still provides sufficient guarantees to power the satellite for 1 year while 1/8 of the capacity, 625 mAh, does not. 2. We compared our results with a simple linear battery model of the same capacity. This linear model is not uncommon in the satellite domain, it has for instance been used in the Envisat and CryoSat missions [15] . We obtain the following probabilities for battery depletion: 
0.0365
The linear model turns out to be surprisingly (and likely unjustifiably) optimistic, especially for the 625 mAh battery.
3. We (computationally) simplified the two experiments above by assuming Dirac loads. To analyze the effect of the white noise, we compared the Dirac loads with the noisy loads, explained earlier, on the 625 mAh battery. As expected, the noise (a) smoothes out the distribution a little and (b) pushes a bit more of the distribution to full and empty states, see Figure 7 .
4. Our reference satellite is a two-unit satellite, i.e. is built from two cubes, each 10 cm per side. In the current design, 9 of the 10 external sides are covered by solar panels, the remaining one is used for both radio antenna and camera. We thus analyzed whether a one-unit design with only 5 solar panels is possible. The answer is negative, the system runs out of energy rapidly with high probability. Figure 8 displays that even for 6 panels the charge level is highly insufficient to sustain the load.
ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
The results reported above are obtained from a discretized abstraction of the stochastic process induced by the MTP and the battery, solved numerically and with high-precision arithmetic where needed.
One could instead consider estimating the probability z t of the battery depletion using ordinary simulation techniques [16] . Considering a battery of capacity 5000 mAh, this would mean that about 10 63 simulations traces are needed on average to observe the rare event of a depleted battery at least once. This seems prohibitive, also if resorting to massively parallel simulation, which may reduce the exponent by a small constant at most. A possible way out of this might lie in the use of rare event simulation techniques to speed up simulation [30] .
The behaviour of KIBAM with capacity bounds can be expressed as a relatively simple hybrid automaton model [18] . Similarly, the random KIBAM with capacity bounds can be regarded as an instance of a stochastic hybrid system (SHS) [1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 28] . This observation opens some further evaluation avenues, since there are multiple tools available publicly for checking reachability properties of SHS. In particular, FAUST 2 [11] , SISAT [14] and PROHVER [32, 13] appear adequate at first sight. Our experiments with FAUST 2 however were unsuccessful, basically due to a model mismatch: The tool thus far assumes stochasticity in all dimensions, because it operates on stochastic kernels, while our model is non-stochastic in the bound charge dimension. With SISAT, we so far failed to encode the MTP (or its effect) into an input accepted by the tool. The MTP can be considered as a compact description of an otherwise intricate semi-Markov process running on a discrete time line. This is in principle supported by SISAT, yet we effectively failed to provide a compact encoding. Our PROHVER experiments failed for a different reason, namely the sheer size of the problem. All the above tools have not been optimized for dealing with very low probabilities as they appear in the satellite case.
CONCLUSION
Inspired by the needs of an earth-orbiting satellite mission, we extended in this paper the theory of kinetic battery models in two independent dimensions. First, we addressed battery charging up to full capacity. Second, we extended the theory of the KIBAM differential equations to a stochastic setting. We provided a symbolic solution for random initial SOC and a sequence of piecewise-constant random loads.
These sequences can be generated by a stochastic process representing an abstract and averaged behavioral model of a nano satellite operating in earth orbit, superposed with a deterministic representation of the solar infeed in orbit. We illustrated the approach by several experiments performed on the model, especially varying the size of the battery, but also the number of solar panels.
ESA is running a large educational program [10] for launching missions akin to GOMX-1. The satellites are designed by student teams, have the form of standardized 1 unit cube with maximum mass of 1 kg, and target mission times of up to four years. The random KIBAM presented here is of obvious high relevance for any participating team. It can help quantify the risk of premature depletion for the various battery dimensions at hand, and thereby enable an optimal use of the available weight and space budget. Our experiments show that using the simpler linear battery model instead is far too optimistic in this respect.
For a fixed setup, one can also use the technology offered by us for optimal task scheduling: In the same way as we can follow a single SOC distribution, we can also branch into several distributions and determine which of them is best according to some metric. Taking inspiration from [31] , this can be combined with statistical model checking so as to find the optimal task schedule of a given set of tasks. Several extensions can and should be integrated in the model. Among them, temperature dependencies are of particular interest. A temperature change has namely opposing physical effects in solar panels and in the battery, having intriguing consequences such as piecewise exponential decay in the charging process. An extension that is particularly important for long lasting missions, is incorporating a model of battery wearout. So far we assume the battery capacity to be constant along the mission time. Notably, our contribution is the first to consider capacity bounds in operation at all, as far as we are aware.
